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 GOALS 
Over 12 years of experience in web development. Considered myself a web developer who 
welcomes challenging projects and enjoy working with all sorts of personalities. Self-
motivated with a high level of experience working on multiple projects. Passionate and 
hardworking with a penchant for meeting deadlines. Interested in a role with a company that 
promotes best practices and offers a wealth of customer projects 

 EDUCATION 
Software Engineer | Bachelor’s degree – ISIL 
2012 - 2015 

I believe that computer engineering is one of the careers that is always 
innovating and is rapidly renewing itself. This encourages me to continue 
learning, and deepening new topics that I am passionate about. 

 

Graphic Designer | Bachelor’s degree - ISIL 
2002 - 2006 

I am passionate about design it is a wonderful tool to create all kinds of pieces that 
generate an experience. 

 

 EXPERIENCE 
Senior Front End Developer | PASTPRESENTFUTURE 
2020 - PRESENT 
Currently working for this USA Company expanding and improving my knowledge’s as a 
Developer. 

Technologies used:  

React, Redux, Redux-Saga, Graphql, Gatsby, NodeJS, Wordpress, Drupal, PHP, Sass, Typescript, 
Typestyles, Material UI, Rest, Html5, Css, Vanilla JS, Git, Webpack, Firebase, Esbuild, Eslint, 
Prettier, Figma, Jest and Enzyme 
Reference: Michael Fromm: [michaelfromm@pastpresentfuture.com] 
 

Front End Developer & Team Leader | N Comunicaciones 
2013 - 2020 
We worked for small and large companies in Peru and Spain, including some Universities, 
Banks, Mining Companies, corporations and others.  

Technologies used: 

We used React, Redux, WordPress, Codeignater, PHP, Sass, Bulma, Bootstrap, Rest, Webpack, 
Html5, Css, Jquery, Vanilla JS, Git, Eslint, Prettier, Photoshop, Illustrator, FIGMA, Adobe XD, 
MYSQL, SQL, Linux Admin. 
Reference: Marcos Nieto: [mnieto@ncomunicaciones.com] 
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Freelance | <ixarlos/> 

Mar 2020 to present 

I have been able to venture into a project with React Native, Redux, Node js, Mongo DB and 
the architecture of an application to help people who are dedicated to raising animals to 
improve their production and control their productivity and other projects 

Technologies used: 
React Native, Redux, Node js, Mongo DB, Rest, Wordpress, php 

 

Front End Developer | Webitix 

2011 - 2012  
My first experience working remotely, this time only with js, css, html, and php 

Technologies used:  
Html, css, jquery, php 

 

Web Designer | El Comercio 
2008 -2009  
I learned to work with css and html using grids, also helped to migrate the video 
interface using action script 3. We made the first mobile version of the newspaper. 

Technologies used:  
 Html, css, jquery, AS3 
 

Web Designer & Multimedia application development | VIS 
2006 - 2008 
I learned to work as a team from the creation of interfaces, content creation and 
implementation 

Technologies used:  
 Html, css, jquery, AS2 
 

 

 ABILITIES 
Long experience in the use of HTML5, CSS3, 
SASS, Responsive Design, Modular CSS (W3C 
Standards, CrossOver), Sass, JavaScript, 
Typescript, REACT, REACT NATIVE, REDUX, 
REDUX SAGA, GRAPHQL, JS, XML, JSON, REST, 
JQUERY, Bootstrap, Bulma, Webpack, NodeJS, 
JEST and Enzyme 
 
Experienced software control of GIT versions 
using Bit bucket and GitHub Implementing 
Google Campaigns and SEO for various types 
of websites.  
 
 
 
Optimized web assets for speed and 
performance.  

Experience in the installation, 
configuration and administration of 
Linux servers (LINODE and AZURE). Use 
and learn AWS for project deployment 
Utilized programming capabilities in 
PHP, SQL and JavaScript and other 
libraries as needed.  
 
Implemented website and integrated 
solutions into business operations. 
Work on multiple projects with PHP and 
MVC (OOP) (Domain of Codeignater)  
 
Tested websites and performed 
troubleshooting prior to deployment. 
Kept abreast of emerging technologies, 
software and trends and applied them 
to projects. Represented the team at 
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Provided solutions by analyzing requirements 
and designing, developing and implementing 
software applications for multiple websites.  
 
Pitched in to assist senior developers when 
deadlines were pressing and staffing needs 
were minimal.  
 
Built and styled three new mobile-friendly 
websites and transitioned an old site into a 
mobile friendly version. 
 
 

meetings with executives and discussed 
project goals and milestones 

 ACTIVITIES 
- Creative and innovative 

- Proactive and discipline 

- Research, management and planning skills 

- Leadership and influence on teamwork 

- Ability to align team members to operational strategies 

- Ability to fast learning, teaching and working under pressure 

- Motivated to achieve goals 

- Problem solving capabilities 

- Ability to quickly learn new ideas, concepts and adapt to new ones technologies 

- Criteria for conflict management 

- Code lover 

- Interested in following development standards and best practices 


